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AS WE HEAD INTO THE HOME STRETCH OF OUR 80TH ANNIVERSARY save-ing the lives of homeless cats and dogs in the greater Princeton
area and beyond, we reflect on a year that was not filled with celebrations as
one would expect from a milestone anniversary. While 2021 has been another
year filled with uncertainty, SAVE has been fortified with a tremendous sense of
purpose in this 80th year of our history.
When we intake animals, we often have no knowledge of their medical
background. Many animals who arrived at the shelter this year have required a
longer duration of stay and needed varied levels of medical care beyond the basic
spay/neuter, vaccines, and microchip. Kittens arrive daily with many of them
battling upper respiratory infections and parasites. We also had pets requiring
hospitalization, provided a record number of special surgeries, and nearly depleted our emergency medical fund.
Heather Achenbach, Executive
Thanks to the dedication of our staff, foster families, volunteers, our board of
Director of SAVE, with her
trustees, and our donors – we have been able to rise to the challenge and meet
adopted pups, Dalton and Rocky
the needs of these homeless pets to secure their health and welfare and the second chance at life and love they deserve.
At SAVE, we never know what situation or animal will need us from one moment to the next. This is the
challenge of operating a private, limited intake shelter that survives purely on the generosity of our community
and does not receive any tax dollars. We never want to turn away an animal in need; this is our guiding mission.
Your support is vital to funding our work and homeless cats and dogs continue to need you now more than
ever. THANK YOU for helping us SAVE!

Emergency Medical Fund
The Emergency Medical Fund allows
SAVE to provide immediate extraordinary medical care to our shelter pets
in need, including special surgeries,
testing, and treatment. While our
adoption fees help to cover the basic
costs of spay/neuter, vaccines, and
microchipping, unforeseen medical
expenses are a common reality when
taking in pets. We typically do not
know anything about their medical
history – only that they are homeless
and need our help. In the past 6
months, SAVE has experienced over
$50,000 in unplanned medical costs,
including several specialty surgeries,
hospitalizations, and costly treatments. Since pictures speak a thousand words, we’ve included photos
of several of our pets who benefitted
from this fund thanks to YOU. And the
best news - they are all doing great!
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…is when the pet picks you. This adoption story is the epitome of pet matchmaking 
This was the case when kitten Leo met
Anna. Love at first sight witnessed by
Anna’s daughter Lucianna, and the. and
the SAVE staff. Anna came to the shelter
looking for a lap cat companion. The ongoing pandemic left her very lonely.
Her daughter showed
her several of the cats
on our website and they
decided to complete an
application and made
an appointment to meet
Rhea. She met Rhea
who was in a room with
several cats
and kittens.
Lounging in his
bed watching
Anna’s every
move was Leo.
She sat on the
bench next to him,
and he sweetly
climbed into her
lap and looked into
her eyes. He did
not leave her lap
the entire time and even planted little
kitty kisses on her chin. Lucianna kept
saying – “look at this cat with my Mom”

and Anna declared this is “the one” with
the brightest smile. Anna now has a best
friend who makes her laugh by day and
snuggles in her lap while she watches TV
in the evening. Leo is now Tiger and the
light of her life. Lucianna checks in regularly and reports the connection between
her mom and Tiger is undeniable.
A true story of ‘Who
rescued Who’?
One may assume that
“any” cat could be the
best pet-match for any
and all, but adopting
the “right” cat for the
“right” person takes time
and consideration. And
sometimes, it takes a little
bit of magic.
SAVE is currently open
by appointment only for
approved adopters to allow the dedicated time for our staff to facilitate the
optimal pet-matchmaking experience.
We ask that applications include the
name of at least one specific pet to get
the conversation started. Many leave
SAVE adopting a different pet than on
the application – the one that steals
their heart, the one that best fits their
family, the one who needed a home the
most. When a match is made, it’s a cause
for celebration – a pet is going home – off
to live the good life!

Paw for Reading is Back: Join the fun

and have a purrfectly howling good time!
Make a difference in the lives of SAVE’s animals by reading
books to them. Established by SAVE volunteers Pam Diaforli
and Dana Schaar, this program gives young students the opportunity to effectively and safely interact with the cats and
dogs in the shelter. Reading out loud is an excellent way to
practice reading skills and socialize the animals, making them
more adaptable and adoptable.The cats and dogs love it!
The program is for students ages 8-15 and held on
Wednesdays between 4-5pm. As a leadership opportunity, 3 of the older children familiar with the program act
as counselors and monitor the other children while they
read. It’s the purrfect way for the young people in our
community to independently contribute to the happiness of our shelter pets.
The amount of time spent reading will be recorded, and
this project will count toward students’ volunteer hours.Volunteers are welcome to bring their own books. Please complete a SAVE volunteer application before coming to your
first visit. For more information or to schedule a session,
please contact SAVEPawsForReading@gmail.com.
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In the midst of the
hustle and bustle at
the shelter, we continue to celebrate SAVE’s
80-year anniversary.
Over the past 80
years, SAVE has built
a new shelter and expanded/advanced our
ability to provide both
on site basic surgical
care and enrichment
to our homeless
residents while they
wait to be adopted.
None of this would
have been possible if not for our founder Cornelia
Jaynes, DVM and all the loyal SAVE supporters.
Dr. Cornelia Jaynes was a visionary and we
believe she would be incredibly proud of her
legacy 80 years later.
As we wrap up our 80th anniversary year,
please consider a legacy gift to SAVE.
By joining the Cornelia Jaynes Planned Giving
Society, you are creating a legacy that will grow in
perpetuity so that the shelter can provide important services to help homeless animals in need.
To learn more about the Cornelia Jaynes
Planned Giving Society and other ways to help
SAVE’s cats and dogs, please contact the
Development Office at 609-309-5214 or
heather@savehomelessanimals.org.

SAVE Will Be Getting
a New Set of Wheels

THANK YOU for the ‘pawesome’ response to our
transport van fundraiser! With the current chip
shortage, we do not yet have our van, but we are
in the process.

Young volunteer reading
to adoptable cat Mario

Save Alumni in Their Forever Homes

So many wonderful people have adopted a cat or dog this year and we love earing from SAVE families
with updates and images of happy tails! When you adopt a pet from a shelter, you are not saving one life
but two: the pet you take home and the pet who takes their place.
Julia Summer
watching for the
cleaning patrol.
Adopted by
Alyssa Geibel

Michael (now Pepper) with his
big brother Arthur- loving life!
Adopted by Kristiana Kalibat

Pretty Petuni
a loves pack
ages!
Adopted by
Sandy Sprin
ger

Romy Schneider waiting patiently for breakfast. Adopted
by Liz Fortescue

Posh Spice (now Olive) Adopted by Jackie Delaney

Sunshine (now
Whiskey)
Adopted by M
organ Pietruch

uated
Proud Tucker grad
School.
from Puppy Pre
a and Nicholas
Adopted by Jenn

Stormy went on a camping
trip. Adopted by Katherine Axt

Willow (left)
and Moon cu
ddling. Adopt
ed by Hailey
Mauro

zing from a
Puppy Beau snoo
by Kelley
ted
op
busy play. Ad
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Ruggar (now Gimbal) waiting for a snack! Adopted by
Colm Atkins

Happy 12th adoption
‘Gotcha Day’ Cooper!
Adopted by Shelley Webster

A Special Thank You
to the Businesses
that Support SAVE
Abe’s Acres Farm, LLC
Accenture LLP
ALTRU Brands LLC
Aspire Studios
AvalonBay Communities, Inc.
Bank of America Employee
Giving Campaign
Bent Spoon LLC
Bloomberg, L.P./
Dollars for Your Hours Volunteers
BMS Employee Giving Matching
Gift Program
Bonfire
Cafe du Pain
Callaway Henderson Sotheby’s
International Realty
Canine Companies, Inc.
Church & Dwight Co., Inc.
Clubhouse for Kids Only
Deborah Leamann Interiors
Dittmar Agency (Acrisure)
Gallagher, Flynn & Company, LLP
Dr. Ellyn Geller
IN8 Graphics, LLC
J. McLaughlin
Johnson & Johnson Family of
Companies
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
Macjac LLC
MacLean Agency
McMaster - Carr Supply Company
Microsoft
Monday Morning Flower Company
New Jersey Manufacturers
Insurance Company
Novo Nordisk, Inc.- SCOE Department
Papa Joe’s Salt LLC
Peter B. Cannell & Co., Inc.
PharmaLand Executive Consulting
Services, LLC
Princeton Center for Yoga & Health
Princeton Global
Purple Sheep Boutique
Rockaffe LLC
S&P Global
Select Stationery & Invitations
Sourland Mountain Spirits
Suez WTS Employee Giving Campaign
Sweet Gourmet Cafe LLC
T and T Pet Supply
Taiho Oncology, Inc.
Target Circle
United Airlines
Valley Contractors
Vinny G’s Bagels and Deli, Inc.
Wells Fargo Community Support
Campaign
Whole Earth Center, Inc.
Williams Companies
*7/1/20-6/30/21
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The Pawsitive Impact of the Play Yard
Dogs respond to stress in a number of ways. Providing a dog with enrichment allows them to have a sense
of control over their environment, which can help to
reduce and avoid stress. SAVE was fortunate to recently
receive a major gift to renovate our expansive dog play
yard into 3 separate yards to allow for multiple dogs to
experience the joy of the play yard at the same time.
The play yards allow for time to socialize and play with
other dogs, enjoy a game of fetch with a volunteer, and
just be a dog. Instead of waiting for their turn, now
we can have upwards of 9 dogs enjoying the yard at the
same time safely and comfortably, including those who
may not do well with other dogs. The play yard renovation has not just improved the lives of our dogs during
their stay with us, it has made a positive impact on the
staff and volunteers who love and care for them. We
can actually see the smiles on our dogs faces when they
know they are going to the yard for a romp – they are
happier and healthier. It’s wonderful to see!
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Wilma sniffed the
fresh fall air while
Amos and
Phantom had an
enthusiastic round
of the zoomies!
Little Daisy and
Rambo are happily
doing what dogs
like to do – play!

